
Innovate. Accelerate. Elevate.
We provide customized, outcome-based technology solutions using 
a boutique approach that allows us to treat every client as top tier.

A do-it-together model 
We address this challenge with a collaborative approach. We modernize applications for better customer 
experience and to ensure adaptability. You get cost-efficient technology expertise while retaining full control of 
your it environment. We are committed to elevating the customer experience, boosting agility, optimizing costs, 
and accelerating speed-to-market.

Customer experience modernization
Modernize applications to better serve customers  
and ensure market agility.

Digital product engineering
Digitize your infrastructure and applications throughout 
their lifecycle.

Modernizing customer experience and product engineering 
Organizations need to improve customer experience, increase agility, lower costs, and make better business 
decisions. This typically requires external assistance and expertise, raising concerns about losing it control and 
intellectual property.

 • Data strategy and 
engineering

 • Visualization and decision 
making

 • Advanced analytics & AI

 • Cloud enablement

 • Digital experience transformation

 • Digital integration

 • Digital product studio

 • Digital operations support

 • Tailored solutions and platform 
maintenance

 • Platform operations and security

 • Intelligent test automation

 • Hyperautomation solutions

Data & AI Digital SolutionsAutomation & Platforms

Our offerings
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Do-it-together success model Best shoring model Transformational solutions

A truly collaborative success 
model that accelerates 
speed-to-market.

Optimized costs through a  
strategic mix of on-shore, near-
shore, and off-shore delivery.

Tailored solutions across Data & 
AI, Digital Solutions, Automation & 
Platforms that drive long-term success.

Primary technology suppliers

Celsior is a division of Pyramid Consulting, a global leader in workforce and technology 
solutions that helps clients navigate competitive and challenging markets. Its award-winning 
family of brands — Pyramid Talent, Celsior, and GenSpark — operate together to deliver 
seamless integrated solutions through multiple delivery models across five continents and 
25+ countries. Founded in 1996 and headquartered in Atlanta, Ga., Pyramid Consulting serves 
125+ Fortune 500 companies across all major industries by engaging 6500+ consultants.
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2022 & 2023 Microsoft Partner of the Year finalist
Leverage our expertise with Microsoft-certified specialization in Azure infrastructure and expertise in the areas  
of Digital & App Optimization and Data & AI.

Decades Continents Countries ConsultantsFortune 500 clients

3 125+ 25+ 6500+5

Why Celsior?


